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Cryptzone becomes de facto standard for email encryption in Norway
Gothenburg, 17th of February 2009 - Cryptzone, together with its partner Jussystemer are celebrating a breakthrough in the Norwegian market delivering email
encryption to 15 of the country's law firms.
Cryptzone's email encryption solution, Secured eMail, has been selected by 15 of the country's law firms for the protection of sensitive client information
communications. Many more are awaiting installation and 3 major ASP vendors are hosting the solution to meet their customers' demands.
"Companies in the legal sector commonly operate under the pressures of managing information overload while maintaining timely communications and
preserving client confidentiality. They are facing very high data security demands and a growing need for encryption. We see it as a demonstration of the
strength of the system that several law firms have now chosen our solution. A contributing factor can be that the clients who receive the encrypted email do not
need to buy a license as they can use a free Reader", says Steven Portch, Founder of Jussystemer. "I have been active in the legal sector for 15 years and am
surprised at the lack of risk awareness when lawyers send sensitive agreements via email. We now see that many have taken this problem seriously and are
starting to protect their clients' sensitive information. We're highlighting Cryptzone's encryption technology in our offering because it has been used by many
global legal firms and will hopefully be considered the de facto standard for encryption in the Norwegian market".
"Given both the dependency by attorneys and clients on email, and the increasing possibility of problems arising out of that reliance, firms need to begin
investigating and establishing email encryption as part of their overall IT strategy. Norway is leading the way in the use of encryption to protect their intellectual
property and together with Jussystemer, we are pleased that our solution has been chosen by so many law firms in such a short time," says Peter Davin, CEO
Cryptzone.
For more information:
Peter Davin, CEO
Email: peter.davin@cryptzone.com
Phone: +46 701 - 839 199
Hans Strandberg, VP Sales, Nordics
Email: hans.strandberg@cryptzone.com
Phone: +46 8 410 538 41
Steven Portch, Founder of Jussystemer
Email: steven.portch@jussys.no
About Cryptzone:
Cryptzone is a recognized leader in data leak prevention solutions that secure data at rest and in transit by applying the industry strength Simple Encryption
Platform (SEP). Cryptzone provides security solutions that people and companies actually can and will use, thereby increasing the overall data protection and
minimizing data leaks. Cryptzone secures email, files, folders, disks, USB sticks and mobile terminals without forcing users to change the way they work, while
giving IT departments' central control of user rights. The company has offices in Gothenburg, Stockholm (Sweden), New York (USA) and Munich (Germany). For
more information about Cryptzone and the company's portfolio of data leak prevention and encryption solutions, please visit www.cryptzone.com.
Cryptzone is listed and trading on First North. First North is an alternative market, operated by the different exchanges within NASDAQ OMX. Certified Adviser
on First North: Thenberg & Kinde Fondkommission AB, Phone: +46 (0) 31-745 50 00.
About Jussystemer AS
Jussystemer developes software for lawyers, insurance companies, tribunals etc. Jussystemer offers software for estimation of compensation for personal and
work-related injuries. We also offer software that keeps track of time worked on a specific project, documents which have been communicated, invoices, and
the status of each case. The program simplifies the business day for everyone who uses the software. www.jussys.no
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